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World Class Reliability: Using Multiple Environment Overstress Tests to Make it HappenAMACOM, 2004
This book describes powerful tools for the twenty-first century that can predict and correct potential field failures at the design stage of the product, so companies don't have to wait helplessly to witness failures in the hands of customers.




Six Sigma has been a giant in the quality movement but has been a pygmy in...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to A+ CertificationQue, 2003
Passing a test is one thing...mastering the field is another, and this book is the first step to mastering the world of PC hardware and operating systems. Mark Edward Soper not only shows you what you need to pass the tests, but also what you need to have an edge on the competition, on exam day and in the workplace. Each chapter...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...
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Queueing Networks: A Fundamental Approach (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2010

	The origin of queueing theory and its application traces back to Erlang’s historical
	work for telephony networks as recently celebrated by the Erlang Centennial, 100
	Years of Queueing, Copenhagen, recalling his first paper in 1909. Ever since, the
	simplicity and fundamental flavour of Erlang’s famous expressions, such as his...
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The Definitive Business Pitch: How to Make the Best Pitches, Proposals And Presentations (Financial Times Series)Trans-Atlantic Publications, 2007

	Good ideas don't sell themselves. In today's business world it's no longer just sales people who are responsible for winning business. Many people, from TV producers to landscape gardeners, consultants to builders, need to employ convincing communication skills to win clients and commissions. Even managers within a business have...
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Managing People : Secrets to Leading for New Managers ( Collins Best Practices)Collins, 2007

	In today's hypercompetitive business climate, managers who help employees achieve their individual potential stand to get—and stay—ahead. Managing People, a comprehensive and essential resource for any manager on the run, shows you how.


	Learn to:

	
		Delegate the right work to the right...
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Mycorrhizal Networks (Ecological Studies)Springer, 2015

	The last 25 years have seen significant advances in our understanding of the mycorrhizal fungi that colonize most of the world’s plants, and the mycorrhizal networks that form and extend into the soil beyond plant roots. In addition to a thorough review of recent research on mycorrhizal networks, this book provides readers with...
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Engineering and Managing Software RequirementsSpringer, 2005
Requirements engineering is the process by which the requirements for software systems are gathered, analyzed, documented, and managed throughout their complete lifecycle. Traditionally it has been concerned with technical goals for, functions of, and constraints on software systems. Aurum and Wohlin, however, argue that it is no longer appropriate...
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C N C: Technology and ProgrammingCommunity College, 1989
As the National Technical Committee Chairman for the Precision Machining Technology portion of the Skills USA-VICA championships I get to see students of varying levels of competence compete each year. Each year my Industry committee works very hard to design a competition that is challenging but fair. Since both Secondary and Post-Secondary...
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Triple Play: Building the converged network for IP, VoIP and IPTVJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	“Triple Play”is a combination of Internet access, voice communication (telephony), and entertainment services such as IP television and video on demand.


	The erosion of the traditional voice service, together with the ever-increasing competition between companies, is pushing the telecommunications industry...
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Learn JavaScript In a Weekend, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Learn JavaScript In a Weekend, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to integrating JavaScript into Web pages. With step-by-step instructions, readers will learn how to effectively use JavaScript, the most popular scripting language used for Web development today. Setting itself apart from competitors, this is the only beginner-level...
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Learning in 3D: Adding a New Dimension to Enterprise Learning and CollaborationPfeiffer, 2010

	Praise for Learning in 3D


	"Learning is the key to our future and powerful learning will result from immersive, interactive, and creative 3D designs. Tony O'Driscoll and Karl Kapp have written a disruptive book about a disruptive technology that we all need to explore. This is a must read!" —Elliott Masie, chair,...
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